Abstract-The objective of this paper is to present an algorithm for processing infrared images and accomplishing automatic detection and path tracking of moving subjects with fever. The detection is based on two main features: the distinction between the geometry of a human face and other objects in the field of view of the camera and the temperature of the radiating object. These features are used for tracking the identified person with fever. The position of camera with respect to direction of motion the walkers appeared to be critical in this process. Infrared thermography is a remote sensing technique used to measure temperatures based on emitted infrared radiation. This application may be used for fever screening in major public places such as airports and hospitals. For this study, we first look at human body and objects in a line of view with different temperatures that would be higher than the normal human body temperature (37.8C at morning and 38.3C at evening). As a part of the experimental study, two humans with different body temperatures walking a path were subjected to automatic fever detection applied for tracking the detected human with fever. The algorithm consists of image processing to threshold objects based on the temperature and template matching used for fever detection in a dynamic human environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fever is a common indicator of many infectious diseases such as SARS [1] [2] . This has led to temperature monitoring in at healthcare institutions, public areas and private establishments where crowds are expected [3] . Limited information exists on the accuracy of self-reported fever, which is biased by its subjective nature and reliance on travelers' awareness of fever status and willingness to report [4] [5] . Indeed, a clinical trial suggested that traditional thermometry is superior to self-reported fever for identifying patients with seasonal influenza [6] . Infrared thermography is an imaging system utilized for building thermal maps by identifying the infrared radiation transmitted from the surface and by changing it into quantifiable signals [7] . In the field of medicine, infrared thermography is used in many different applications like breast cancer, measuring temperature of human body and brain and neurosurgery [8] .
A review of medical applications of infrared thermography can be found in the work of Lahiri [9] . Infrared thermography was also assessed as a means of detecting foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV)-infected cattle before and after the development of clinical signs [10] . Thermometry methods in which the human should stand in front the camera without any movement, are time-consuming and require close contact with potentially infectious patients. Since saving the time can be a significant benefit of any improvement in this area, development of an algorithm to perform the thermometry of moving people is of a great importance. This paper investigates an algorithm to process infrared images and accomplish automatic detection and path tracking of moving subjects with fever. The detection is based on two main features: the distinction between the geometry of a human face and other objects in the field of view of the camera, and the temperature of the radiating object. For tracking the identified person as process with fever, the position of camera with respect to direction of motion appeared to be critical. The proposed approach looks at human body and objects in a line of view with different temperatures that would be higher than the upper limit of the normal human body temperature (37.8C at morning and 38.3C at evening). As a part of the experimental study, two humans with different body temperatures were assumed walking on a path and automatic fever detection was applied first, followed by tracking the detected human with fever. The algorithm consists of image processing to threshold objects based on the temperature and template matching used for fever detection in a dynamic human environment.
II. ALGORITHM FOR FEVER DETECTION FOR DYNAMIC HUMAN ENVIRONMENT
The layout coordinating strategy created to distinguish face shapes in the infrared pictures and tracking consist of object selection, template matching, decision making process and tracking objects. A flow chart of the algorithm is shown in 978-1-5090-4489-4/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE where µ j (g) is the membership coefficient of the grey level g w.r.t. class j in the thresholded image. Thus, the original image has to be transformed to the final image consisting of two crisp sets of pixels and with membership value 0 or 1. The average information obtained by categorizing the elements in class1 and class2 is [16] 
D. OBJECT SELECTION
As shown in Fig 3, some small objects may result as errors in the automated image Thresholding process. Automatic template matching process would be facilitated if the number of objects is smaller (as they will also count as target objects). The algorithm will give pixel area and coordinate of all objects, such that in this step the small objects can be removed from their pixel area as it is obvious that the very small objects cannot be human faces. The algorithm successfully detects three objects as shown in The object with 223pxl is detected as Face.
E. TEMPLATE MATCHING
The case of several objects with the similar pixel area of face is shown in Fig 4. The algorithm detects two objects in this image with 223pxl and 246pxl area, and template matching would have to be used to identifying the face. 
MATCHING
In order to detect the object of interest among other objects (Fig 5) , the template matching is obtained using toolbox of Matlab™ [18] (a) (b) Fig 
Examples of template matching
The goal is to find a template for the object with the main image as the input. It is worthy to mention that the template should be a binary image with the boundary marked 1(white) and all the rest of the pixels marked 0(black). To generate the template of the object, the object boundary in image with uniform background is used. Matlab™ is the tool used to perform this process, for example for symmetric objects shown in Fig 6 . The template created will be matched to the main image in various rotations in order to choose the best match (Fig 7) (a) (b) (c) 
III. TRACKING THE DETECTED OBJECTS
After applying continuously the algorithm on 14 images and making a video of them, a video consisting of only the object of interest moving in a path (shown in Fig 9) can be generated. WrMTrack™ in ImagJ™, identifies the objects in each frame, and then determines which objects in successive frames are closest together, if these are within a defined distance (the maximum velocity of the objects) and have similar area (max Area Change) they are assembled into tracks [19] , Error! Reference source not found. shows the adjustment of WrMTrack™ for the video. 
CONCLUSION
The paper proposes and verifies experimentally an approach for improving fever detection in a dynamic human environment. The proposed approach includes image Thresholding using Shanbhag method, template matching and moving objects tracking. Experimental results confirm that the approach discriminate and track people with fever.
